GOVERNMENT SUPPLY
Arwadh supports current operations of various Saudi government agencies including Ministry of Interior, Health,
Defense, Water and Electricity, Petroleum and Minerals, and other municipalities. We work together with our
agency clients to help them identify problem areas, leverage proprietary technology to create innovative and cost
effective solutions built to mission requirements, and provide on-going support including service and spare parts
to ensure the longevity of our solutions.
Through our collaborative partnerships and skilled engineering team, Arwadh has become a leading provider of
force sustaining solutions including:

Diesel Generators

Mobile Medical Units

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles

Hospital Equipment

Beginning on 2002, Arwadh began providing
equipment and service for portable generators to
the Saudi Royal Air Force. Diesel generator supply
has always been a core business for Arwadh and
we continue to provide remote site support, bringing
power where you need it the most.

We have proven ability to provide parts that keep
tactical vehicles operating. We streamline the
purchasing process and manage hundreds of
suppliers to keep tanks, trucks, and bulldozers
rolling. In addition, we are proud of our forecasting
and inventory management capabilities that give
the end user complete visibility throughout the
ordering process so we can get parts to you fast
and efficiently.
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Access to a medical facility while in the field can
be crucial to sustaining your operations. Arwadh
brings a sterile medical environment directly to the
end user no matter where you are located. These
units are rapidly deployable, easily configured to
your requirements, and when assembled offer a
surgery grade environment that meets the highest
standards of cleanliness, allowing for surgery and
other medical applications in some of the worlds
harshest environments.

Arwadh understands the importance of keeping
medical equipment sterile and provides
equipment that not only disinfects surgical devices
and instruments, but stores them in a clean
environment. Offerings include cart washers,
surgical device disinfection, and clean tables and
cabinetry.
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